
Talk For Primary Science



• Helps to clarify ideas.
• Enables us to share ideas and knowledge.
• Helps us to remember previous learning.
• Enables us to learn from each other.

“Talk is a part of human development that 
helps us to think, learn and make sense of the 
world. People use language as a tool for 
developing reasoning, knowledge and 
understanding. Therefore, encouraging 
students to talk as part of their learning 
experiences will mean that their educational 
progress is enhanced.”  The Open University

Why is TALK 
important for 

learning?



Why is TALK 
vital in 

Science?

• Science has language that is specific to it.
• Science language is vital for understanding and sharing 

concepts.
• Like a new language, you can’t hear it once and then 

expect to know the word and meaning.
• Like any new language, you need opportunities to 

practice using it and to have the opportunity to use it 
in context.

• Talking Science helps Key Marginals to organise ideas 
and embed learning.

• It deepens thinking and challenges all children.



How can we 
achieve quality 

Science 
conversations in 
our classrooms?

Have a whole school approach:

1. Vocabulary and using it in context has to 
be planned for – vocabulary progression 
through each Key Stage.

2. Vocabulary and talking Scientifically 
needs to be taught in engaging ways with 
quality stimuli.

3. Vocabulary and language is modelled by 
adults.

4. Create a culture of ‘Talk’.



Whole School Approach: 1. Planning for it? 



Whole School Approach: 1. Planning for it? 



Plan to give children opportunities to have structured conversations.

Whole School Approach: 1. Planning for it? 



Language of enquiry

(5 Types of enquiry – secondary sources, comparative tests, observing over 

time, classification, pattern seeking)

https://www.stem.org.uk/elibrary/resource/36547#&gid=undefined&pid=1
https://www.stem.org.uk/elibrary/resource/36547#&gid=undefined&pid=1


2. Taught in engaging ways:

Talking Science

Strategies to Progress

Steps to Success in Science



PAIRS

Taboo



Language is enjoyed and played with



Thought-provoking 
stimuli



Big Questions – Deepen Thinking 

How could a door-knob 
be potentially 
dangerous?



2019-

2020

Less is More: Review and Realign
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Less is More: Review and Realign





https://explorify.wellcome.
ac.uk/en/activities

Positive; negative; interesting



Fixing language in the long term memory

The use of ACTIONS to 

help children and staff 

embed language



Sentence Stems – teach them how to talk 
Scientifically



Create a learning environment that 
nurtures TALK



Ideas for creating a good TALK culture
• HAG – have a go. Modelled by adults taking risks and valuing mistakes.

• All ideas are valued – none discounted.

• Clear boundaries for listening. Practice good listening – what does good 
listening look like?

• Set time limits – this will help ensure that children stay on task.

• Small groups – everyone gets a chance.

• Think about how children respond – lolly sticks, white boards, pounce 
bounce etc. 

• Higher order questions – The quality of the question directly affects the 
quality of the response.      HOW?          WHY?

• Thought-provoking stimuli.



How can we 
achieve quality 

Science 
conversations in 
our classrooms?

Have a whole school approach:

1. Vocabulary and using it in context has to 
be planned for – vocabulary progression 
through each Key Stage.

2. Vocabulary and talking Scientifically 
needs to be taught in engaging ways with 
quality stimuli.

3. Vocabulary and language is modelled by 
adults.

4. Create a culture of ‘Talk’.



Any questions? 

Please email us at primary@pixl.org.uk

Look out for our next webinars:
Monday 29th March Steps to Success – Maximising pupil progress in science

Look out for our previous webinars:
November Steps to Success – Using PiXL resources to support teachers’ science 
subject knowledge


